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Global energy crisis result in that more and more attention is now paid to power manage 
projects with the high performance and low cost. Switch power supply integrated circuit with high 
efficiency and lower energy consumption gradual replacement of the traditional linear voltage 
regulator, which reflect the main trend of the power management Unit.  
In low and medium power applications provides electrical isolation, flyback dc-dc topology is 
the best selection for of power management application engineers. Generally, third winding or 
opto-isolator is required for flyback converter control. However, this application need complex 
external components design and debug process, leading to power system mass production hard to 
achieve. 
A monolithic switching regulator based on Bicmos process is designed for the isolated flyback 
topology. This chip features high integration, simple external components and optimum efficiency. 
The output voltage is easily set with two external resistors and the transformer turns ratio, while no 
third winding or opto-isolator is required for regulation.This Power Management IC operates with 
input supply voltages from 3V to 40V. An input terminal on the primary side is operable to receive 
an input voltage. An output terminal on the secondary side is operable to be connected to a load for 
providing voltage thereto. Circuitry is provided which is operable to regulate the power supply 
system from the primary side so that the voltage provided to the load at the output terminal is 
substantially constant. This feedback mode Is called “Primary Side Regulation” or “PSR” for short.  
On the base of analysis the merits and demerits between CCM and DCM, PWM and PFM, 
current mode and voltage mode, a new application utilizes CRM, PFM, current mode is introduced 
thereof which operation to provide a small magnetic solution and EMI decrease. After that, the 
whole chip is designed including BandGap Reference, Amplifier and Power Driver module. And 
the feature of the chip integrated soft start, under voltage lock out and line over current protection 
for high maximum reliability. Finally, the simulations of the whole chip are presented and the 















meet the prospective specifications. 
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作的功率管和肖特基二极管进行数学建模，等效作系统函数为 ( )sHa 的模块。开环传递函数
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